CALM AND CALMVIEW - BUGS/RFE LIST
This is a complete list of all bugs and Requests For Enhancement still open in our Calm
Development Board in JIRA. If there is any bug or RFE not shown in this list and which you believe
is still an issue, then please re-submit this through Hornbill. There are no other open bugs or
RFEs. We hope that the brief descriptions are clear enough to allow you to understand what each
issue refers to.

CALMVIEW
BUGS
402 - & in RefNo’s and picklists in searches can cause searches to fail
396 – carousel pause/play buttons giving accessibility errors due to button being empty or has
no value text
393 – slow tree generation, but think related to space and commas in refno
361 – underview column widths are not re-sizeable
360 – cannot change the label on the RefNo column header in results list
358 - carousel caption text does not display on mobile view
357 – transaction errors on images when Service restarted overnight?
355 - some tooltips are visible but cannot be changed
341 - the first session search including an ampersand error with 'There was a problem searching
the database. The database may be down for maintenance. Please try again later.' If you re-do
immediately after, it works fine.
339 - move the View Profile button on the Instagram card as it obstructs long Instagram
usernames
338 – language flags not displaying
326 – log files are always installed to c:/xxx even though you can choose any location to install
files
314 - when the Date field is added to CalmView 5 catalogue advanced search, searching on it
sometimes brings back unreliable results as it either won't accept month names, won't accept
ranges, or if the format dd/mm/yyyy is entered, it just does a wider search without finding the
specific record.
311 - items in header cannot link to external sites or exist without a link
309 – want the Hierarchy Browser title to be changed to e.g. Full Catalogue List but cannot find it
in configurator
305 - If the database searches are set up as separate menu items, rather than Catalogue as
main then People as sub, clicking on one advanced search then highlights them all in the header.
This can be confusing as you're on Advanced Search but you can't tell (other than via the URL)
which search you're doing - catalogue/persons etc
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298 - The IDs for the fields on the record display have a number of spaces after the name e.g.
Notes<space><space><space><space><space>. This means that they cannot be used in CSS.
259 - Support for media files is inconsistent
•
•
•

MP4 – plays in Chrome, Firefox and Android phone, but only displays MP4 logo in Edge,
Explorer and Safari.
PDF, PNG – displays all the time regardless of browser
WAV, AVI, Office files – error cannot be loaded

RFEs
389 - alt text usually comes from various CalmView settings (either in the Configurator or in
CalmViewRefreshConfig.xml). This appears to be alt text on the images that accompany each
record. In the configurator, there is no way to set alt text from these images.
383 – upgrade Fancybox to v4
384 - give CV configurator access to the created date field
377 – enable the vocabulary field attribute if not already working
330 - The '+' in tree should not show at all if there are no available children records to view, may
be a problem with records that exist but are set to filter out?
319 - add option to edit advanced.aspx page header if there is more than one database to
search on
293- allow a custom link behind the logo
258 – differentiate between list and gallery view in Image Gallery
247 – enable the related record Calm feature in CalmView, actually think this works but the
navigation when you switch, then look at the tree, gets confused or out of step

CALM
BUGS
401 – The linked data feature in Calm is no longer working
397- images.tcl file not being overwritten in Images database installer, giving a hitlist stack
overflow error
395 – transfer to archive feature in Calm Records not generating the RecToArc.txt file
390 - when re-ordering the conservation fields Treatment, Materials and Conservator in the
admin programme, the fields revert back when the dscribe service is restarted
368 – cursor does not display on record when you move between records using +/- on keyboard
or browsing through overview, only works if you use the left/right arrow buttons on the toolbar
366 – intermittent problem in the Subjects database with creating terms, RecordCreate works
using Alt-F10
356 – uploading images to Images database sometimes gives a hitlist stack limit error
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352 - when clicking Location/Remove on a catalogue record, gives an error 'a record of type
movement has not been defined’
350 - when viewing a catalogue record, click Authorities and there is no Linked Data button
332 – username+domain in Admin truncated if over 32 characters
324 - overview hitlist rendering / refresh issues whilst tree view is open. During testing of 11.0.8
the same issue occurred when pressing F12, creating a record using add below, create siblings
or insert record. The hitlist appears to populate with random records from the initial search but
on opening an entry it reverts back to the record which was originally at that position in the hitlist
306 - Calm is ignoring the 'failed login lockout' setting in the Admin program and appears to be
hard-set to 3
301- issue hitlist gives tcl error
287 - When transferring an object record to conservation, it complains that the contents of the
Item field are empty. This appears to be because it's trying to copy the contents of the catalogue
record's Title field to the Item field on the conservation record
285 – synonym searching not working
277- add translation for new tabname.newlocation in locations database
276 - Click Current or NormalLocation button on left-hand menu in Locations db, but click cancel
on the search box returns you to main menu.
147 - Administration>Parameters has a button, menubtn.UserParameters, which is not named
correctly. Also, expiry days and expiry warning have no labels.

RFEs
328 – can we choose the order we want items in picklists, rather than forced alphabetically by
Admin
304 – issue hitlist in Loans
303 – print hitlist of tickets in Loans
302 - cancel loan regardless of loan status
274 – add a return to normal location button
196 – make .txt the default file type for DScribeNatural imports
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